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From the Shelves: Contemporary Art and the First World War Archive 

Juliet MacDonald 

 

Hello, 
 
First of all, I’d like to thank Claudia for inviting me to give this talk today. It allows 
me to stop and take stock of my experience over the past few months working 
with the Liddle Collection and Legacies of War centenary project.  
With only a couple of months to go in the residency the main focus of my 
attention now is the forthcoming display of my work so far in the Stanley & 
Audrey Burton Gallery education room, which will be on the 23 June, so we will 
just plug that again. However, to me this feels like just the beginning because 
I’ve encountered such a wealth of material in the collection that I feel I cannot do 
justice to in the time. 
The Liddle Collection (I’ve got the same screen shot as you have) is an archive 
of interviews, personal documents – such as letters and diaries – and related 
objects. It has been awarded designated status for its national and international 
significance. There is some World War II material in the collection, but the 
majority relates to World War I, and in the context of the current Centenaries this 
has been the main focus of my residency. 
Because the collection contains such a huge wealth of documents it has taken 
some time to enter into it and start to grasp what is there. So the work on display 
in June will be primarily my initial responses, through drawing and I plan to 
continue making artworks inspired by this collection over the coming months and 
identify opportunities for further exhibitions. 
In my talk today, I would like to give you a brief introduction to the collection and 
the nature of the documents and objects contained within it. I will describe the 
approach I have taken as an artist and some of the working methods I have 
used.  
But I’ll highlight some of the artworks that are in it, for example drawings and 
watercolours made by men on active service during the First World War, often 
with limited means, made under very difficult conditions. And these have kind of 
been an inspiration for so I would like to bring them to your attentions. 
I’ll also look at the ways in which the First World War has been addressed in 
recent Contemporary Art by other artists, some of it focused on the scale of loss 
of life, others on themes of damage and disfigurement. That is kind of in contrast 
to the way I am working but I think it gives you a bit of context to sort of how 
world war is being looked in some contemporary art. 
Along the way, I will give you a taste of my own work in response to items in the 
Liddle Collection.  

http://library.leeds.ac.uk/special-collections-liddle-collection
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So firstly, I would like to give you a sense of the history and contents of the Liddle 
collection:  
I’m delighted to say that its founder, the eminent historian Dr Peter Liddle is in 
the audience today, so hopefully he will correct me if I misrepresent anything.  
In 1968, Peter began conducting interviews with men and women from the 
generation who had lived through the First World War. He was convinced of the 
value of oral history as a means to understand the attitudes, perspectives and 
first-hand experiences of ordinary people who had been witness to major global 
events and military conflicts.  
He realized that this generation would soon be dying out, and during the 1970s 
and 80s, while working at Sunderland Polytechnic, he travelled extensively with 
his tape recorder, to gather first hand testimonies. He was committed to 
recording a range of viewpoints and attitudes, so he made contact with people of 
various ranks and roles in the armed services and with men and women on the 
domestic front, and used all sorts of means such as placed advertisements in the 
press, going through obituary columns as well to look for other material.  
I think there was one significant letter in the Daily Telegraph around 1970 
brought in sacks full of mail as people realized that here was someone, who in 
his own words was  

“respectfully and enthusiastically determined to rescue testimony that 
would otherwise be lost.”  

As news spread, many personal papers and items relating to the war were 
donated by families who wished to find a better home than the attic, for the 
wartime records and documents of deceased relatives.                                   
Peter Liddle gathered around him a team of volunteers to receive and process 
the donated material, amassing cupboards full of it at Sunderland Poly. By 1988 
he was looking for a more permanent home for the collection and it came to the 
University of Leeds as somewhere, a research institution which could really give 
it a permanent home and access to researchers. When it came to the University 
of Leeds in 1988 it took three large removal vans to move it. And along the way 
other material was gathered like objects and souvenirs and Peter made trips to 
Gallipoli and found some objects like fragment of shell and this a post for fixing 
wire and so these objects also form part of the collection.                                   
For ten years Peter was the keeper of the collection, and with the help of a 
number of volunteers, he continued to maintain and develop the archive. Peter is 
the author of a number of books of military history, in which he has drawn on the 
first-hand accounts that he gathered – most recently a book on the Gallipoli 
campaign entitled, The Gallipoli Experience Reconsidered.                                
By the 1990s, he was also gathering World War II material, which he realized 
was – by then – similarly under threat. It was originally his wish that this too 
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would form part of the collection in Leeds, and some of it has, but the majority 
now has its home at The Second World War Experience Centre in Walton, near 
Wetherby.                                                                                                              
At Leeds University, the Liddle Collection continues to be managed by Special 
Collections. The index has been digitized, and the collection is accessible to 
members of the public. Any member of the public can go visit it by appointment 
and as Claudia said it is really well used at the moment by researchers. It 
continues to be well used by researchers, historians, authors, and of course 
many students. So that is just a bit of an introduction to it.                                
The other to say is that Peter has very kindly shared with me his thoughts and 
reflections on the collection in two interviews. Interviewing Peter has been an 
opportunity to turn the tape recorder round and ask him about his experience of 
talking to so many people who lived through the First World War. How has he 
absorbed their stories?                                                                                            
I have never conducted an interview before, so I am very much the novice, 
whereas he is the experienced voice of the collection. Interviewing the 
interviewer, I have been very moved by some of the stories he has relayed.      
For example he retold the story of one of his interviewees, Charles Mackintosh, 
who was caught up in the devastating winter storms and floods at Gallipoli in 
November 1915, and ended up getting frostbite, and the way Peter retold it was 
that he himself had witnessed it. And he said of the interview that took place in 
1973:  

‘Now I can remember that account that I’ve just related to you as if he told 
it to me yesterday.’ 

So these stories are very much part of his experiences as well. I have been 
struck by the story of the collection as a kind of rescue mission, and this forms 
the basis of a short film I am making as part of the residency, drawing on the 
narratives of rescue within the interview testimonies. Like this is one narrative of 
rescue as Mackintosh tries to help somebody else out of a flooded trench. That’s 
just a little tiny extract of it.                                                                               
These objects and documents, many of them on fragile pieces of paper, seem to 
me to be the vulnerable remainders of past lives, to be cared for and protected in 
the quiet, controlled atmosphere of special collections, almost as vulnerable 
bodies rescued from the battlefield might be looked after in the clean, quiet 
ordered space of a sanatorium or something.                                                   
Here the artefacts and documents pertaining to one individual are kept together, 
with respect for their provenance, each in its own protective folder, carefully tied 
with the bandage-like cloth tape, and stored in the temperature-controlled, dust-
free aisles.                                                                                                             
In my conversations with library staff, it is clear they have great respect for this 
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collection, and everyone named certain items that they found particularly moving 
or inspiring. They continue the painstaking work of cataloguing and maintaining 
the records, making the collection more accessible to visitors and online.         
And I was very struck by this atmosphere of careful attention and conservation, I 
am also a little bit in awe of the surroundings in which I encounter the collection. 
To get to it, visitors have to pass through the imposing 1930s Parkinson Building, 
with the big steps and the clock tower, standing like a sentinel at the top of the 
hill.                                                                                                                      
You then walk through the neo-classical interior of the Brotherton Library, with its 
Corinthian columns and large shell-like dome. And this was commissioned in the 
1920s, not long after the end of the First World War, I think the foundation stone 
was laid in 1930, it reflects the institution’s post-war ambitions.                           
While the interior evokes lofty ideals of classical learning, the extraordinary light 
fittings thrust down toward the readers with a kind of machine modernity, like the 
rotating fins of a turbine. (I believe this one in the centre is called the ‘Electrolier’ 
– I think). The patron, Lord Brotherton had made his wealth in the chemical 
industry and the University contributed to the war effort. One of the ways its 
expertise in Chemistry during the war effort through the inspection of explosives 
in the munitions industry which certain of the universities did. – so it was making 
a name for itself in chemistry.                                                                                
Of course Special Collections stores and reading room are no longer inside this 
building as such. They are located in the West Building extension at the back, 
completed in the 1990s. But as this is my means of approach, it seems to me to 
be part of the container for the collection, a protective shell for the vulnerable 
items.                                                                                                                   
The specifics of the site have been the inspiration for a number of diagrams in 
the early stages of my project, charting and mapping my approach to the 
collection, first working it out and how you get to it.                                               It 
is by contrast then to these impressive buildings that it exists, that one opens up 
the individual boxes and finds inside the fragile, sometimes tiny scraps of paper, 
battered, mud-stained, torn, preserved and kept first by families or the individuals 
themselves and then within the archive. Paper is the main material component of 
the collection, and as an artist whose work is usually paper-based I have an 
appreciation for its flexibility, resilience and versatility of paper. In wartime paper 
was in short supply.                                                                     For example, the 
file of JH Moire, a doctor in the Royal Army Medical Corps, contains a copy of an 
official directive to conserve paper. I will just read it out as it is typical of some of 
the more officious communications:                               “The attention of all 
concerned should be drawn to G.R.O. 28 48 … and to the necessity of 
impressing upon all ranks under your administrative control that economy in use 
of paper must be strictly attended to.                                            It is noticed in 
this connexion that the tendency of some medical officers to write lengthy papers 
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for publication, which do not materially assist in the prosecution of the war, is 
responsible for much expenditure of foolscap and other paper.”          To which 
Captain Moire replies:                                                                          “Sir, I 
greatly desire to write a dissertation on diarrhoea, may I have my last 6 months’ 
sanitary reports for use of reverse as foolscap please.”                        The note at 
the bottom is the response to this request:                                    “Herewith two 
sheets which should be sufficient for clearing your diarrhoea.” That’s just an 
example of the paper shortage that people experienced but in a lot of the letters 
you find people writing home saying ‘can you send me some paper?’ or ‘sorry I’m 
writing on this kind of scrap’. Often they are written in very small handwriting to 
conserve that paper. This is greatly in contrast the fact that communications 
technologies were rapidly being developed for the war effort, such as wireless 
telegraphy and all types of signalling, letters home were reliant on basic 
materials and transport methods.                                                         The 
economy of materials is also apparent in some of the sketchbooks in the 
collection. One file that I have found very moving and I keep coming back to is 
that of Private Atherton, who was with the 28th Field Ambulance of the 9th 
Scottish Division. His memoirs are in the collection and he recalls vividly some of 
his experiences on the Western Front, beginning May 1915, exactly a hundred 
years ago. I‘ve taken lots of notes from his memoirs and I kind of write over and 
over them so that why some of them merge together.                                         
He punctuates his account, with lots details of what he had to eat on a number of 
occasions. And this is an account – well it’s his memoirs so I think they were 
written years later for his daughter.  I take this as an indication that he was 
permanently hungry and food was a highly significant part of his wartime 
experience because he does often note what he had to eat.                               
But his file also contains his small, battered sketchbooks and somehow he 
managed to keep drawing even though he was on the western-front, some of 
these drawings were made at the Somme. Soldiers on active service could only 
keep with them a limited number of possessions that could be carried in a 
pocket. But his drawing sort of record these makeshift billets, often in abandoned 
and shattered farmhouses, and sometimes he is actually depicting scenes of 
what passed for everyday life, there is washing hanging up next to sand bags 
etc. A lot of detail in them to show what kind of place they were living in.               
I am impressed with the use of line to convey such a full and often delicate 
picture of his surroundings. The trees and everything are quite delicately drawn. 
I’m also influenced by the small scale of these drawings; I’ve photographed it 
next to a pencil so you can see just how small it is. That kind of miniature scale 
compared to the enormity of destructive events taking place.                            
The use of lines is something I noticed when looking at the collection, perhaps 
because they are just using pen and ink but a lot of them use this linear style. 
Lines are very prevalent in World War I – front lines, enemy lines, supply lines, 
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holding the line, stepping out of line, just dropping you a line. So it seems 
significant that a lot of the artwork is based on lines as well.                        
Another artist whose use of line in pen and ink drawing is really remarkable is 
Adrian Hill.                                                                                                          Hill 
was in the Honourable Artillery Company (the HAC), in the scout and sniper 
section. The speed and accuracy of his sketches came to the attention of the 
company officer and it was recognised that they might be useful for military 
purposes. This is actually taken from one article in the Graphic magazine (Nov 
15, 1930) so it’s retrospective, he recalled being asked to crawl into no man's 
land to sketch an enemy observation post in Oppy Wood on the Somme. With 
typical humour, he writes:                                                                                      
‘It was a lovely morning, ideal for outdoor sketching – the skylarks were singing 
bravely above the roar of the guns.’                                                                  
Lying on his stomach with his sketchbook hanging round his neck he was able to 
get a good view of the observation post, which was hidden from the troops 
further back, and provide an accurate drawing of its position. By the end of the 
day it was targeted and destroyed.                                                                   
After his drawings came to the attention of the newly established National War 
Museum, which is now the Imperial Museum, Adrian Hill gained a commission as 
a lieutenant and a permit to travel up and down the front as the first official war 
artist.                                                                                                                   
The Imperial War Museum holds a number of his drawings and paintings 
produced in an official capacity, which vividly show the destruction and 
devastation of the war.                                                                                     
However, in the Liddle Collection, we don’t have these large-scale paintings, we 
see a different side to his creative observation. The collection holds over 260 
letters that he wrote to his parents, between July 1916 and March 1919. He 
seems to have written to them several times a week, maybe everyday 
sometimes, despite the varied conditions and situations he found himself in.    
Although he does complain about the conditions sometimes, most of his letters 
present a fairly positive picture of life on the Western Front, perhaps because he 
did not wish to worry or upset his parents about the more dangerous aspects, or 
just to avoid deletion by the censors.                                                                    
He often describes the beauty of the countryside, or the loveliness of a forest 
after the rain. And again he sketches the billets and camps, in his typical speedy, 
economical and yet very eloquent pen lines.                                                       
The letters also contain many humorous sketches, like this one of soldiers being 
ordered to march through the mud.                                                                        
A third artist, whose work is in the collection who I would like to mention today 
(there are many more I don’t have time to mention) is Robert Charles Perry.  
Perry was studying to be a teacher before the war, later became a Headmaster. 
For five years he served in the 10th Gloucesters, attached to the fourth Worcester 
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regiment in Gallipoli and France. He was awarded the military cross for digging 
out 3 men of his company under heavy shellfire. He somehow managed to make 
many drawings and paintings through the war, and the captions are extremely 
revealing. They start in pen and ink, like this one from Gallipoli.  Sometimes they 
appear like a quasar-normal landscape but you can just see there is a ship in the 
background. The captions reads ‘Octavia in service as a hospital ship’ so that 
does just tell you the military content of the sketch.                                            
This one is particularly extraordinary, again from Gallipoli as the caption reads, 
‘painting from a small box of paint found on the body of a soldier from the artist’s 
revivals downed in the trenches after the blizzard of 1915’. That is the same 
blizzard that I talked about earlier. So he had found a box of watercolours on this 
body and after that most of the pictures are in watercolour. And again some of 
the more what seems like a beautiful and tranquil landscape but you can just see 
the pile of earth in the foreground and in the caption he notes this is where you 
could experience shelling. There was a large gun positioned on the opposite side 
of the straights which was known as Asiatic Annie and it’s fired every 15 minutes 
of so on to the beach.                                                                                       
Again the content is all given in the caption but what you see is rather beautiful 
landscape. Again this one shows a billet where they stayed and this is on the 
western front now but he says in the caption, that the man in the image was a 
week later buried by an explosion of a shell and three men killed. This man was 
rescued alive but seriously injured by a trenching tool while being dug out.        
So there is always this sort of poignancy with the image. This one is remarkable 
as he said he sketch it while wearing a gas mask, how anybody do or see a 
drawing while wearing a gas mask is seriously remarkable. Then some of his 
drawing are more like, he uses the genre that where available to him like 
landscape and lie this one which was the Ruin of Ed. Perhaps look more like a 
romantic Victorian gothic ruin was actually this devastation of the war. There is 
only one I’ve found that shows a corpse and it’s this one called ‘Shrapnel 
Corner’. He said not popular for daytime strolls.                                               
These drawings are kind of remarkable that they exist at all but as a vivid 
document of people’s experiences during the war.                                                 
Now, by way of contrast to those examples of art in the Liddle Collection, which 
are certainly an influence on me in the residency, I would like to give some 
examples of the way in which World War I has been approached within 
contemporary art.                                                                                                
One of the most celebrated works of 2014 was the work by ceramic artist, Paul 
Cummins and designer, Tom Piper, Blood Swept Lands and Seas of Red at the 
Tower of London.                                                                                                     
This marked the centenary of Britain’s involvement in the First World War, and 
consisted of thousands of ceramic poppies planted in the soil around the tower. 
Unlike paper poppies, these had big, lurid, glossy petals, like curls of lacerated 

http://www.hrp.org.uk/TowerOfLondon/poppies
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flesh. Seen from a distance they streamed from a gash in the wall of the Tower, 
flowing down into a moat of blood below.                                                              
This is an artwork that achieves its impact through the sheer number of repeated 
forms. 888 thousand, 246 poppies were in fact used in this installation (888,246), 
one for each member of the British Empire who died fighting in the war. So the 
number of lives lost is the basis for the work. It does not attempt to respond 
specifically to the individual stories, experiences or faces of the dead.          
Another recent work that deals with the loss of life in a kind of generic way is 
Cornelia Parker’s War Room, currently on show at the refurbished Whitworth Art 
Gallery in Manchester. In Parker’s work the individual losses are suggested by 
the punched-out holes in sheets of red paper.                                                
These sheets are the remainder from the manufacture of hundreds of thousands 
of poppies for the Royal British Legion. Here the negative, or residue of 
remembrance has been re-purposed to create an immersive environment in a 
large gallery, dimly lit by four bare light bulbs.                                                     
The delicate perforated paper is draped from the ceiling and hangs down loosely, 
so that even the movement of air caused by a single living body walking past is 
enough to cause it to shift and stir slightly. So those two examples are works that 
have a numeric effect just by the scale of these poppies or the absence of the 
poppies and talk about loss and death in that way.                                          
Other artists have been interested in the personal costs of war, as manifested in 
the unique and singular disfigurements of facial injuries.                                    
For example, Paddy Hartley worked with Dr Andrew Bamji and Dr Ian Thompson 
to develop artworks from the Gillies Archive. This is an archive that contains 
records of men who were operated upon by Sir Harold Gillies, a pioneering 
surgeon working in facial reconstruction after World War I.                                  
In Project Façade, Hartley has documented the individual patients’ lives. The 
work has also involved the embroidery of uniforms to explore parallels between 
the stitching and suturing of flesh and cloth, and to creatively reconstruct 
individual stories of war, injury and repair. Because these are personally to each 
individual as what is sewn onto the cloth.                                                             
The theme of repair is one that is also central to artist Kader Attia. His installation 
for dOCUMENTA 13 in 2012, was entitled The Repair from Occident to Extra-
Occidental Cultures (2012). In this artwork, Attia positioned images of facial 
injury and reconstruction, alongside African masks and sculptures that also 
showed conspicuous signs of repair.                                                                   
The array of gouged and protruding features created a disturbing sense of 
underlying structural rift and violent rupture, things being wrenched apart then 
having to be sewn back together. The installation also included books on topics 
ranging from anthropology to surgery, and a number of re-purposed World War I 
objects.                                                                                                             
Siting objects and images from disparate sources next to each other in this way, 

https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/article/cornelia-parker-poppies
http://paddyhartley.com/news/2015/1/13/breaking-the-code-faces-of-conflict-and-the-resumption-of-project-facade-1
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is a method of working that in some way recalls the collaging techniques 
developed by artists during and after the First World War. The skilfully 
improvised surgical repairs were put next to crafted artefacts, to bring the issue 
of repair to the fore as manifest in both colonizing and colonized cultures.             
I am inspired by some of these artworks, although the primary objective for me in 
this residency is to remain close to the items in the collection, primarily through 
drawing and note making, which I see as a mode of attention to specific 
documents, objects and photographs.                                                                
These are objects from the collection that I have drawn from but also brought into 
drawing workshops so that other people can draw them. This is the Haversack 
and this is a gas respirator. Some of my drawings take these objects as a 
starting point and then use quotations from the collection where they are talking 
about having to use their gas mask for example.                                              
Although, having said that I am also very interested in some of the printed 
material in the collection, for example instructional handbooks like J. P. Muller’s 
My Army and Navy System of Free-Standing Exercises.                                       
It shows how to take exercise and keeping healthy and it is very kind of modern 
in a sense.                                                                                                          
And this book on field sketching.                                                                            
And in the many postcards, from which I find very interesting as visual material 
and I am making my own composite images. So I will be doing a kind of series of 
these.                                                                                                                      
As well as postcards and albums you also get quite a lot of group photographs. 
One of the most striking aspects of the material in the collection is the way in 
which it gives an insight into significant relationships. For example, there are 
numerous group photos, showing men brought together by military service or 
sometimes recovery from injury. The group photograph may be formal or 
informal but in either case rows of faces stare out at the viewer in the present. 
Like other artefacts in the collection, they are often tiny and I use a magnifying 
glass to draw from them.                                                                                      
They show men perhaps unwillingly thrust into conditions of intimate proximity, 
inter-dependence and sometimes lasting friendship. The drawings I have made 
from these began by picking out individual faces. So here these are actually very, 
very small drawings, the sort of individual faces from the group photographs but 
now increasingly showing fragments of the group rather than the isolated 
individuals.                                                                                                                
I have also been moved by the communications home to loved ones and the way 
in which ties of family and friendship were maintained by means of handwritten 
words that travelled over land and sea. And that is why I have spent a large 
amount of time copying them out. Sometime trying to copy the actual handwriting 
to enter into the spirit of it a bit more, so quite a time consuming, laborious 
process but it has enabled me to engage with that material.                                   
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By contrast to these delicate paper messages, there is another type of projectile 
that overshadows all other communications, and these are the deadly shells of 
brass and steel that wined overhead, or shattered decimating landscapes and 
bodies.                                                                                                                
Just as paper is one material central to my work on the residency, steel should 
be another. The technological developments of weaponry and supply of 
munitions during the war relied on this material.                                                   
In order to counteract the cleanliness of my drawings in the Reading Room, the 
archive I needed to find an alternative space for thinking about the war. For me 
this has been the site of an old munitions factory near where I live in Leeds, it’s 
just at the bottom of the valley.                                                                           
National Auxiliary factory no.1 in New Lay near Horsforth. It went in went into 
production in March 1916 and carried on until 1919 producing 9.2 inch shells in 
huge numbers. They never quite reached the target f 5000 a week but they 
certainly produced hundreds and thousands of shells. These large steel shells 
would have stood nearly 3 feet of the ground, so heavy large bulky shells. In this 
site there were huge sheds and many of the people working there were women. 
There is a certain amount of documentation of it but I find it useful to have an 
outdoor site where I can go and think about the war and the kind of process 
involved in munitions and killing I suppose.                                                     
Wandering round this land I found lots of old lumps of metal which I’ve had to dig 
up getting my hands dirty which I don’t know if they are the remains of shells or if 
they could have been pieces of shells that were melted or crushed in the 
decommission process or whether they are a waste or by-product of some of this 
industrial process. There are a couple of shots of the sites and this is one of 
pieces of metal that I have dug out of the ground. These are going to be 
somewhere in my installation as well as the drawing as well as the steel that 
balances the paper.                                                                                              
That is just about the end of my talk. I haven’t said too much about what I am 
going to be doing because I want you all to come see. There is also a chance for 
you to ask a few questions so please do. Thank you very much.  

 

 

 

 

 


